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Abstract—To establish a secure Wi-Fi connection, several un-
protected management frames are exchanged between an access
point and a station before they mutually authenticate each other
and start a protected session. In this paper, we are the first to
formally model and analyze this connection establishment phase,
based on the latest IEEE 802.11 standard, and accordingly, expose
a new denial of service (DoS) vulnerability and three new variants
of a known man-in-the-middle (MitM) attack. We also formally
show that the optional operating channel validation technique
introduced in the latest standard is capable of protecting the
system only against multi-channel MitM. To validate our identified
DoS vulnerability, we test it against the latest wpa supplicant
daemon, showing that an adversary can stealthily prevent a station
from connecting to a preferred AP for up to 90 minutes, likely
more. We also propose a mitigation approach to counter it.

Index Terms—Wi-Fi security, denial of service, formal analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

From 2014 to 2021, a series of compound attacks success-
fully targeted widely deployed wireless local area networks
(WLANs) even when those networks were protected by the lat-
est Wi-Fi security protocols [1]–[7]. In most cases, these attacks
were initiated by first exploiting a pre-authentication vulnera-
bility during the connection initiation (before the completion of
the mutual authentication phase). A pre-authentication exploit
can enable an adversary to next launch an elaborated protocol
attack to subsequently decrypt (data) packets, replay them,
or in certain cases, retrieve the authentication key [2], [3].
The pre-authentication phase is vulnerable because the security
protocols WPA2, WPA3, and IEEE 802.11w (for management
frames), are able to secure frames only at the MAC layer
and only after a pairwise transient key is correctly installed
following a successful mutual authentication; leaving the frame
exchanges, operating channels, and training signals used prior
to that point largely unprotected.

Deceiving a station into connecting to a relay or a man-
in-the-middle (MitM) is among the known attacks in the pre-
authentication phase [1]–[3]. Offering a higher signal strength
on a different channel, abusing the unprotected channel switch-
ing mechanism, and jamming the channel of the real access
point (AP) during this phase are common methods an attacker
can employ to deceive the station. The adversary then creates
an MitM position to connect to the real AP (on the original
channel) on one side, and to the station on the new channel
on the other side, so as to selectively delay, block, or alter
certain management frames. This multi-channel MitM position
can then be used in the next steps of the attack to, for instance,

force the station to reset the nonce used in the AES algorithm,
as demonstrated in key reinstallation attacks (KRACKs) [2].

This and other pre-authentication vulnerabilities are present
not only in traditional personal and enterprise WLANs, but,
as we argue in this paper, also in the growing interoperable
public Wi-Fi networks, such as Passpoint® [8], eduroam [9],
OpenRoaming™ [10], WiFi4EU initiative [11], and others,
because their architecture and connection establishment process
are essentially the same as in the enterprise mode [9], [12].
It is particularly important as the enterprise WLAN market
has reached $7.6 billion worldwide in 2021 [13] and Wi-Fi
Passpoint® is increasingly being adopted in high-density public
venues like airports, convention centers, and stadiums [14].

The key reinstallation vulnerability of the WPA2 protocol
was further confirmed using formal analysis in [15], where it
was also proven that once the nonce reset issue is fixed, WPA2
has no more vulnerabilities. We contend that if the WPA2 proto-
col had been formally verified before its release, then KRACKs
would not have surprised consumers after more than a decade of
use. Nevertheless, the analysis in [15] covered only the mutual
authentication (4-way handshake) phase, it did not capture
potential spoofing or jamming (e.g., channel/training signal)
attacks outside of what WPA2 is supposed to protect, including
the root cause of the KRACKs—the multi-channel MitM.

In this paper, we fill one of the gaps in the formal analysis
of the Wi-Fi protocol by formally modeling and analyzing the
pre-authentication phase per the IEEE 802.11-2020 rollup [16],
which will allow us to avoid future huge-impact vulnerabilities
such as KRACKs. The pre-authentication phase is known to
be insecure and yet, to the best of our knowledge, we are the
first to perform systematic formal verification on it. It is critical
to perform this analysis and ensure we evaluate all edge cases
before taking steps to properly secure the connection initiation
phase1 at both the physical (PHY) and MAC layers. We also
formally analyze the operating channel validation (OCV) tech-
nique, a new (optional) mechanism recently (in 2020) added to
the standard to protect only the operating channel element with
the goal of preventing a multi-channel MitM [16]. We validate
our novel finding from our analysis, a new denial-of-service
(DoS) vulnerability, using the Wi-Fi Framework [17].

Challenges—To carry out this research, we needed to first
read and interpret hundreds of pages of the standard to model
the pre-authentication phase as accurately as possible despite
being ambiguous in many cases. Second, we had to account

1We use connection establishment, connection initiation, and pre-authenti-
cation phase interchangeably in this paper.



for certain values or a function of certain parameters (e.g., the
frame retransmission limit) that the standard does not specify.
The unspecified values/parameters create inconsistencies across
different implementations and make it difficult to model the
protocol accurately. Likewise, there are some MAC header
fields that the standard explicitly defines as vendor-specific or
leaves them as an implementation decision but without any
warnings about their ranges or (possible) corner cases, hoping
that the developers/vendors would take care of them.

Contributions—Our main contributions are as follows:
• We present the first formal symbolic model of Wi-Fi’s

connection establishment phase capturing different modes
of WPA2/WPA3 as well as public interoperable networks.

• Our formal analysis exposes three variants of multi-
channel MitM attacks including the classic one (that is
already disclosed in [1]) and a new DoS vulnerability in
the 802.11 standard. We further formally and empirically
analyze the system with the OCV technique in place and
show that it is unable to fully protect the system against
all types of MitM and also increases the overall latency.

• We validate our identified vulnerability against the latest
version of wpa supplicant daemon, widely used along
with hostapd on Linux and (with modifications) Android.
Specifically, we show that our DoS attack can stealthily
prevent a station from successfully connecting to a pre-
ferred AP for up to 5370 seconds, with a 300-second delay
after every additional failure. It is enormously higher than
a regular Wi-Fi connection establishment delay. Addition-
ally, we propose a mitigation technique that provides a
more secure alternative to the current system.

We publicly released our formal analysis and testbed
validation codes for the community at https://github.com/
hoquenaureen/wifi-preauthvul-analyze after we responsibly
disclosed it to the Wi-Fi Alliance.

Paper Organization—We provide a primer on Wi-Fi frames
and connection initiation in Section II, and a description of
our system and adversary models in Section III. Next, we
provide the formal verification of the current systems and OCV
technique in Sections IV and V, respectively. In Section VI, we
provide the results of our experiments and discuss a potential
countermeasure. We discuss related work in Section VII before
concluding the paper in Section VIII.

II. BACKGROUND

We start by reviewing the Wi-Fi connection establishment
phase, key attributes of Wi-Fi frames, and multi-channel MitM.

A. Connection Establishment in Personal & Enterprise Wi-Fi

An enterprise WLAN essentially consists of an authentica-
tion server, APs, and potentially a large number of stations.
The server stores the user credentials and is responsible for
authenticating the users and eventually generating a pairwise
master key (PMK) for each AP-station pair. As such, a station
that seeks a secure Internet connection needs to first talk to
the server via an AP. Fig. 1 depicts the steps in more details.
The steps in the personal mode exclude step 3 as there is no
server, and the PMK is generated based on a shared passphrase.

Fig. 1: Steps of connection establishment in Wi-Fi. EAP authen-
tication (step 3) takes place only in enterprise and interoperable
public Wi-Fi networks (e.g., Passpoint® fasciliatted by a hub).

1) Connecting to a nearby AP: IEEE standard 802.11-2020
defines a network discovery protocol in which a number of
(unauthenticated) management frames are exchanged between
an AP and a station to create an initial (unsecured) con-
nection [16]. In active scanning mode, a station scans the
network by periodically broadcasting probe requests. An AP
may reply with a probe response. In passive scanning mode,
an AP periodically broadcasts beacon frames to announce
its presence to the nearby devices. When multiple APs are
present, a station always prefers an AP with the highest
received signal strength measured using those frames’ training
(preamble) signals [16, Section 17.3.12]. After receiving either
a probe response or a beacon, the station proceeds to the
authentication and association steps with its preferred AP (step
2 ). The authentication step involves transmitting an authenti-

cation request to the AP, which is open (void) in WPA2 and
WPA3-Enterprise, and the AP replies with an authentication
response. Under WPA3-Personal, this step instead consists of
two Dragonfly handshake message exchanges, Commit and
Confirm. Next, the station sends an association request and
receives an association response. In case an associated station
wants to leave an AP (e.g., when roaming to another AP), it
sends a deauthentication/disassociation notification to the last
AP. An AP disassociates a station upon receiving that station’s
deauthentication/disassociation notification [16, Section 4.5].

2) IEEE 802.1X/EAP: Once the station is connected to an
AP, an extensible authentication protocol (EAP) method along
with IEEE 802.1X are used in enterprise and public modes for
mutual authentication between the station and an authentication
server (step 3 in Fig. 1). The main goal of EAP is to
securely pass authentication information between a station and
the server, where the AP (together with the controller and the
hub in public networks) is just a bridge between them. The AP
moves to the next step only if the server notifies it that the user
is verified. The PMK is derived at the end of this process using
a master session key (MSK), which is sent to the station via
the AP using one of the EAP frames.

3) 4-way Handshake: Once the PMK is derived at both the
AP and station, they perform the 4-way handshake in step 4 to
mutually authenticate each other and derive a pairwise transient
key (PTK) based on the (supposedly common) PMK to protect
the imminent data (and when 802.11w is enabled, management)
frames. Once the handshake succeeds, they install this new PTK
and start a protected session (step 5 ).

https://github.com/hoquenaureen/wifi-preauthvul-analyze
https://github.com/hoquenaureen/wifi-preauthvul-analyze


B. Interoperable Public Wi-Fi Networks

Connecting to an AP follows similar steps in emerging public
Wi-Fi networks as they require to use the same 802.1X/EAP
for user authentication—see Fig. 1. That is in contrast to the
traditional open Wi-Fi networks that offer no security at all,
or Wi-Fi Enhanced Open™ that provides only unauthenticated
data encryption for public networks [18]. Recent approaches
for public Wi-Fi, such as, Passpoint® (a.k.a. Hotspot 2.0) by
Wi-Fi Alliance [8], eduroam [19], OpenRoaming™ by Wire-
less Broadband Alliance (WBA) [10], and Open-Architecture
based Wi-Fi Access Network Interface (WANI) by Telecom
Regulatory Authority of India [20], deploy an authentication
server to enable mutual authentication between (a large number
of) stations and the server through an authentication hub. This
architecture allows a station to go through the same connection
establishment steps as in Wi-Fi enterprise [9], [12], [19]–[21].

C. Relevant Wi-Fi Frame Attributes

Frame Timeout & Retransmissions: To account for possible
frame transmission failures, IEEE 802.11-2020 defines a time-
out interval for every frame and, in turn, allows retransmission
of a lost or corrupted frame after its expiration [16, Sections
9-10]. This interval includes processing delays, inter-frame
spacing and slot time, etc., and ranges from ∼ 0.045 − 20ms
depending on the frame type (e.g., management, control).
Multiple retransmissions are allowed within a predefined retry
limit until the frame is successfully received, but the standard
does not specify the retransmission limit [16, Section 10].

Channel Switch Announcement: An AP may change its
operating channel in the middle of the connection establishment
for various reasons, such as, the current operating channel is
congested, has poor quality, or needs to be vacated for a weather
radar in proximity (specific to 5 GHz). It uses the channel
switching announcement (CSA) element, which can be sent
within a beacon anytime during this phase, to advertise a new
channel and when it intends to switch the channel.

D. Multi-channel MitM

In a protected Wi-Fi system, it is not trivial to establish an
MitM position with an arbitrary MAC address as the station
verifies the integrity of the AP’s MAC address. It is not trivial
prior to the start of the protected session either as the PTK is
derived based on the MAC address of the real AP and the 4-
way handshake will fail if the rogue AP uses a different one. If
an adversary wants to instead use the same MAC address of the
real AP on the same channel, its activities can be detected by the
real AP. Therefore, a rogue AP with the same MAC address
needs to be on a channel other than the real AP’s, requiring
a multi-channel MitM. To elaborate, assume that a real AP is
operating on channel x. The adversary installs a rogue AP with
the same MAC address, but on channel y, where x ̸= y. Then,
a rogue AP can force a station to connect to it on channel
y either by spoofing a beacon frame with a CSA element on
channel x (classic CSA-based MitM [2]), by offering higher
signal strength on channel y, or by jamming the real AP [3]. An
adversary as an MitM cannot decrypt the frames; its main goal
is to monitor and manipulate the transmission of those frames.

E. Operating Channel Validation
To counter multi-channel MitM attacks, one optional MAC

layer mechanism, OCV, has been added to the IEEE 802.11-
2020 standard to protect CSA elements [16, Section 12.2].
This technique mandates an authenticated operating channel
information (OCI) element in a beacon or probe response
frame to specifically protect a CSA, preventing CSA-based
MitM attacks [22]. OCV also requires additional frames to be
exchanged, named security association (SA) Query, for every
unprotected channel switch to confirm the reception of the CSA
element by all of the associated stations. To avoid any query
collision, OCV sets a random delay. According to the standard:
“If the STA chooses to perform the specified switch [...] and
the AP has indicated OCVC capability, after switching to the
new channel the STA shall wait a random delay [...] and then
initiate the SA query procedure once any applicable conditions
for transmitting on the new channel are met.”

III. SYSTEM AND THREAT MODEL

System Model: We consider a WLAN configured based on
the IEEE 802.11-2020 standard rollup [16] and secured with
WPA3 (or 802.11w-enabled WPA2) protocol in either personal
or enterprise mode, or with Passpoint® or OpenRoaming™ in
public mode. We note that the 802.11ax amendment [23] to
the 802.11-2020 standard has not amended any of the functions
related to this paper. We further assume that while an AP is in a
connection establishment phase with one station, it can continue
broadcasting periodic beacons and connect with other stations.
We also consider that at least three channels are available to
the devices in the system, denoted by x, y, and z.

Adversary Model: We consider the powerful Dolev-Yao
adversary model [24], commonly used for formally analyzing
the security of network systems (e.g., in [15], [25]) and proving
specific properties of their protocols. Under this model, an
adversary can eavesdrop, drop, inject, and modify any message,
but it cannot encrypt/decrypt messages or guess the secret key
used by the underlying security protocol. In the context of our
paper, this adversary has the following capabilities:

The adversary, potentially at the MitM position, can eaves-
drop, jam/drop, spoof/inject, and modify the legitimate AP’s
pre-authentication frames, but cannot decrypt the communica-
tions between that AP and the server or physically tamper with
a real AP (or station). It cannot be a part of the server’s trusted
network either (i.e., not an insider). In addition, the adversary
has unlimited resources to create a fake AP with its desired
MAC address. Both APs (real and fake) can be active at the
same time, but potentially on different channels since having
two entities with the same MAC addresses on the same channel
will likely be easily detected. The adversary cannot obtain or
guess the user password of a station.

Goal. The adversary’s main goal is to alter or spoof pre-
authentication frame(s) to launch an attack (e.g., MitM, or other
means as a basis for launching other advanced attacks).

IV. FORMAL ANALYSIS: CONNECTION ESTABLISHMENT IN
WI-FI

In this section, we formally model and analyze the con-
nection establishment phase of a Wi-Fi system. We take a



similar symbolic model checking approach to [25], where the
attach, detach, and paging processes of 4G/LTE systems are
formally analyzed. However, we do not apply any crypto-
graphic verification since the Wi-Fi pre-authentication phase
does not involve any cryptography except during the 4-way
handshake, and the security of this handshake has already
been cryptographically verified [15]. Therefore, we just need
a model checker (MC) to specifically model the connection
establishment phase that involves, among other things, possible
operating channel switches. Model checking is an appropriate
choice for such a system, specifically for modeling the sequence
of frame exchanges and inspecting whether that model satisfies
the temporal traces defined by the standard.

A. Ambiguities in the Standard Specifications

The descriptions of the standard specifications are sometimes
ambiguous, and that makes it challenging to reliably interpret
and accurately model the standard. In the following we discuss
a few of those ambiguities with their consequences:

First, the standard does not specify the value (or an equation)
of certain parameters. For example, the standard clearly refers
to retransmission and its limit for error recovery, but not to
their exact values [16, Section 10.3]. As can be seen below,
the standard does not even state if these values should be
determined by a vendor, developer, or any specific algorithm.

“Error recovery shall be attempted by retrying trans-
missions for frame exchange sequences that the initi-
ating STA infers have failed [...] until the transmission
is successful, or until the relevant retry limit.”

This unspecified instruction has resulted in various interpreta-
tions by different ends, such as, Xin et al. in their work [26],
referring to a discrete-event network simulator (ns3) documen-
tation, considered default retransmission limit 7, but this limit
is 3 in hostapd and wpa supplicant implementation [27]. To
address this, we abstract these parameters as Boolean variables
rather than integers with specific values.

Second, some of the MAC header fields are indeed defined as
“Vendor Specific” or are left as “implementation decision” by
the standard [16, Sections 4, 6, 9–12], but without providing a
list of acceptable options, range of values for numerical fields,
etc. We understand that certain parameters and/or frame ele-
ments may need to be vendor- and implementation-dependent,
but the lack of any warning or sanity check for the ranges
or corner cases in the standard and leaving it entirely to
the interpretation of the developer can result in vulnerable
implementations. For example, the standard leaves the delay
between two authentication failures as an implementation de-
cision without providing any suggested range. We show in the
following how it can lead to a major consequence.

B. Abstract Model and Desired Property

1) High-level Approach: We first model the existing con-
nection establishment portion of the Wi-Fi system. Our model
is designed based on propositional logic. Next, we use a MC
to find a violation/counterexample (if there is any) of a desired
property of the standard under our adversarial model, similar
to [25], aiming at discovering the vulnerabilities in the system.

2) Modeling the Connection Establishment Phase: Our ab-
stract model for the Wi-Fi connection establishment, M1, is
designed using finite state machines (FSMs), one for the station
and one for the AP, and they can communicate with each other.
We assume that one or multiple channel switches are possible
during a connection establishment.

Assumption: Because a channel switch can occur at any
time during this phase, and the action of the system does
not depend on the specific frame, we can consolidate the
states corresponding to all the intermediate NT − 2 frames,
where NT denotes the total number of exchanged unique pre-
authentication frames by an AP-STA pair, between the first and
last frames, into one state—the connection establishment (CE)
state. Therefore, without loss of generality, we simplify the
model by including only the first and last frames (see Fig. 2).

States: Each of the FSMs has five states. Both of their initial
states are disconnected (STA Discon, AP Discon). All of the
states of AP and STA FSMs are shown in Fig. 2.

State Transitions: Each transition has two main components:
condition followed by action. Condition implies a logic spec-
ifying when a certain transition will happen after an action
is triggered. For a transition, an action can be null, but there
must be a condition. See Fig. 2, where for simplicity, we only
provide the main transitions between the states. A transition
between two states in a FSM depends on the last transmitted
or received frame. The station goes to the next state, STA CE,
when it transmits its first pre-authentication message (probe
request) to an AP. Similarly, an AP moves to CE state only
when it receives that frame from the station. They enter the
connected state when the last message of the 4-way handshake
is received (by the AP) or transmitted (by the station). The
connected state of each of them can be over any of the three
channels x, y, or z.

3) Implementation: We use a symbolic MC, NuSMV [28],
to implement and check our model. It supports the analysis
of system specifications expressed in computational tree logic
(CTL) and linear tree logic (LTL) based on their properties.
However, it is not straightforward to check a model in NuSMV
since the process of property checking for each adversary action
is manual. To explain how NuSMV is used to model and check
the properties, we provide a few simplified examples below.

VAR
STA_location:

{STA_Discon,
STA_CE,
STA_Con_ChX,
STA_Con_ChY,
STA_Con_ChZ};

In the example snippet above, all of the five locations
(i.e., states) of the station are together defined as a variable
STA location. Note that the Wi-Fi’s connection establishment
includes AP FSM as well and many more other variables,
transitions, etc.

Then in the following example snippet, we can see that
the station’s first state is initialized at the STA Discon and
the next states are based on the condition and action. The
STA location moves from STA Discon to STA CE if



Fig. 2: Simplified model for the existing connection establishment phase (M1).

STA firstp is sent. You can see this transition from discon-
nected state to CE state of the station in the Fig. 2. We provide
further implementation details below.

ASSIGN
init(STA_location) := STA_Discon;
next(STA_location) := case

(STA_location = STA_Discon)
& (!STA_firstp): STA_Discon;
(STA_location = STA_Discon)
& (STA_firstp) : STA_CE;

4) Adversary-controlled Model: We define the model
Madv1 as the model M1 taken over by the adversary who
performs certain action(s) based on its capabilities. The actions
of the adversary, listed in our adversary model in Section III,
include injecting a spoofed CSA element in one (or more) of
the pre-authentication frames to force a station and/or an AP
to change its channel, dropping/blocking one of the messages
to interrupt the connection establishment, etc.

In the following simplified example snippet of the Madv1

model, you can see that a fake CSA element for channel y
(fake CSA Y ) is activated by the adversary. This will force
a station to move from channel x to channel y.

ASSIGN
init(fake_CSA_Y) := TRUE;

5) Property to Check: The main property we verify is Q:

It is always the case that a station and an AP will
eventually move to the connected state whenever they
are in connection establishment state, and there does
not exist a case when they connect to each other over
two different channels.

This property is desired as its violation can indicate attacks,
such as, a DoS attack (e.g. AP and station never move to
connected state), or a multi-channel MitM (i.e. station ends
up connecting to a malicious AP over a different channel).

check_ltlspec -p
"F((STA_location = STA_Con_ChX)
& (AP_location = AP_Con_ChX))"

In the snippet above, we are checking a simplified property
p that says if the station and the AP end up connected over
the same channel x. The command check ltlspec suggest to
check the LTL logic using the property p.

Trace Description: LTL Counterexample
Trace Type: Counterexample
-> State 1.1 <-
STA_location = STA_Discon
AP_location. = AP_Discon
-> State 1.2 <-
STA_location = STA_CE
AP_location = AP_CE
-> State 1.3 <-
STA_location = STA_Con_ChY
AP_location = AP_Con_ChX

The MC takes Madv1 as input and checks whether all pos-
sible executions of Madv1 satisfy a desired property. If it finds
a violation (i.e., it returns false), then it provides a counterex-
ample with the traces. We consider the counterexample as the
steps of an attack that reveal a vulnerability in the connection
establishment model. In the snippet of a counterexample above,
since the adversary has activated a fake CSA for channel y to
the station, it’s final state is STA Con ChY , but you can see
the AP location is AP Con ChX .



C. Findings

We explore all possible actions of the adversary by refining
the property Q to verify the model Madv1. We publish2 the
implementation of our MC and present our findings below:

1 We first revise the property Q as Q1: There does not exist
a case when an AP and station connect to each other over two
different channels. This checks the Madv1 for any vulnerability
related to channel switching. We explore all possible cases of
AP or station switching, including single to multiple switch(es).

1) Action: The adversary sends fake CSA(s) to the STA FSM.
There are different variations of attempts it can take during
one connection establishment. For example, it can (i) send
a fake CSA to switch to channel y, or channel z; (ii) send
multiple fake CSAs to switch to channel y first and then
channel z (and possibly again to channel x, etc.).
MC Finding: As expected, we find a counterexample
corresponding to the classic multi-channel MitM case
(where only the station is deceived to switch its channel,
see Section II-D). We also find other instances of this
attack, e.g., the AP is on the original channel x (state AP
ConX), but the station is eventually found on a different
one (STA ConY or STA ConZ). We find a total of six
instances of this same attack considering three channels
and multiple switches.

2) Action: The adversary forces only the AP FSM to switch
channel (by completely blocking its activities on the
original channel, meaning, no receiving/transmitting takes
place at AP FSM). It can try different variations (channel
y, or z), multiple channel switches, and also can force the
AP to return to the original channel x, etc.
MC Finding: The AP is forced to switch to a different
channel, but the station remains on the original one (op-
posite of what happens in a classic MitM case). This is
possible when, e.g., an adversary jams the AP’s original
channel. We find a total of six instances of this same attack
considering three channels and multiple switches.

3) Action: The adversary sends a fake CSA to the STA FSM
and also at the same time, forces the AP to switch channel.
MC Finding: This reveals a new variant of multi-channel
MitM (see Fig. 3) where both the AP and station can be
forced to switch their channels to two different ones (e.g.,
y and z) other than the original one (e.g., x). We find two
instances of this type of MitM.

2 Now, we revise the property Q as Q2: It is always the case
that a station and an AP will eventually move to the connected
state whenever they are in the connection establishment state.
This checks the Madv1 for any DoS vulnerability under a good
channel quality.

According to the standard, if a pre-authentication frame’s
retransmission limit is exhausted following repeated timeouts,
then the state of the station (and the AP) moves from connection
establishment (STA CE, AP CE) to its initial disconnected
state [16, Section 6.4]. It is not specified in the standard, but
we conjecture based our validations (see Section VI) that if
the exhausted frame is an authentication or association frame,

2https://github.com/hoquenaureen/wifi-preauthvul-analyze

Fig. 3: A new variant of multi-channel MitM where both the
AP and station can be forced to switch to two different channels
other than the original one. ChN indicates the channel number.

then the station would send a deauthentication or disassociation
notification before it would go to disconnected state.

Action: The adversary repeatedly exhausts one of the pre-
authentication frames by, e.g., selectively jamming a portion
of that frame so as to not easily being detected or noticeably
increase the noise floor (a sign of a poor channel quality).

MC Finding: If the retransmission limit is exhausted, then the
station can never finish the CE phase as it moves back to STA
Discon. If an attacker keeps doing it, then the station will keep
resetting its state to STA Discon. However, the standard does not
specify how a station should handle such cases, e.g., verifying
the channel quality to investigate the problem, or temporarily
blacklisting that AP and trying another one. The consequences
of such attack can be the following:

• DoS: The victim station will continuously fail to connect
to any of the available APs, and hence, the Internet.

• Battery depletion: Repeatedly resetting the entire process
will gradually drain the station’s battery.

• User frustration: A user who urgently needs to have access
to the Internet may manually choose to connect to a
random AP which could be malicious.

V. ANALYSIS OF OCV TECHNIQUE

We also model and formally analyze a Wi-Fi system with
the optional OCV mechanism. Fig. 4 is the model M′

1 for
the existing connection establishment process with the OCV
technique in place.

The adversary in our model takes over M′
1 and performs

actions that we have explored in Section IV. Let the adversarial
controlled model be M′

adv1 and the MC takes it as an input.
The MC checks whether all possible executions of M′

adv1
satisfy that property. In the following, we describe our findings
based on specific adversarial actions:

1 We use the revised property Q1. Although the MC
finds no counterexample when an adversary establishes an
MitM using a fake CSA, it returns a counterexample when it
establishes an MitM by abusing other methods (e.g., relaying
attack; a rogue AP stays in the same channel but in a set up
where the AP and station cannot directly communicate).

2 With the revised property Q2, we find that when an
adversary tries to exhaust the limit of a frame’s timeout

https://github.com/hoquenaureen/wifi-preauthvul-analyze


Fig. 4: Simplified model for the existing connection establishment process with the optional OCV technique (M′
1).

and retransmission, then the state of station (and AP) from
connection establishment state (STA CE, AP CE) to their initial
disconnected state; the similar vulnerability that we find in the
existing system ( 2 in Section IV-C). If the adversary keeps
repeating this action, then a station will keep resetting the whole
process. The consequences of this DoS attack are same what
we discuss in 2 of Section IV-C, likely with longer delays.

In summary, our MC confirms that the OCV technique is
capable of eliminating any CSA-based MitM (including the
classic one), but it is not aware of other types of MitM and
it does not protect the system from the DoS vulnerability.

Empirical Evaluation: To estimate the delay introduced by
the OCV mechanism during each channel switch, which is
added to the latency of each connection establishment attempt
under multiple adversarial (e.g., IV-C- 1 ) channel switches or
likely under our DoS attack, we consider one AP with one
associated station under a typical enterprise Wi-Fi network. We
use an iPhone 6s (version 13.3.1) as a station of an Aruba AP
and record the frame arrival times using Wireshark. We find
that connection establishment takes an average of 300.18 ms
(standard deviation of 18.03 ms) to complete. We observe that
during this phase, on average, each frame takes 10.72 ms to
travel from the AP to the station (or vice versa) and the average
inter-frame time for the frames sent by the AP is 18.76 ms.

As discussed in Section II-E, a pair of SA query frames
will be exchanged between an AP and each of its associated
stations when a channel switch occurs. If an AP has b associated
stations, then a channel change will introduce 2b new frames
into the system [16, Section 11]. To avoid any collisions,
the OCV scheme sets a backoff counter for all the stations
where this delay depends on the collision window (CW) size
(can be anything between 7 to 255 slot-time). Therefore, for
each channel switch, it incurs at least 2bt +

∑b
i=1 CWi × St

ms of communication overhead, where, t is the travel time
of the SA Query frame and i = {1, 2, .., b}. St is the slot

time, a constant 0.009ms. During each channel switch, the
station will face an additional 2 × 1 × 10.72 + 7 × 0.009 =
21.503ms of delay. Therefore, for each channel switch, the
OCV technique requires a minimum of 7.16% extra time on
top of the baseline 300.18 ms —it is only from the SA query
exchange per associated station. This overhead increases with
the number of associated stations (and the number of channel
switches). The total connection establishment time with the
OCV scheme is more because the delay that it adds from frame
extension for including the OCI elements and the computation
of channel validation are not considered here.

VI. DOS VULNERABILITY – VALIDATION &
COUNTERMEASURE

Next, we validate the DoS vulnerability that we have iden-
tified from our formal analysis and propose a countermeasure
to mitigate it.

A. Validation of DoS Vulnerability

Our analysis above identified that if one of the pre-
authentication frames’ retransmission limit was repeatedly ex-
hausted, then the station would be going back to the disconnect-
ed/probing state. An adversary needs to keep stealthily blocking
any specific pre-authentication frame (i.e., selective jamming)
to launch such an attack. In the following, we validate this
DoS vulnerability. Our results show that the latest version of
widely used wpa supplicant3 (v2.10) is vulnerable as it is not
able to handle missing pre-authentication message(s). We have
responsibly disclosed our findings to the Wi-Fi Alliance and
publish our implementation. The Wi-Fi Alliance, in their most
recent response, acknowledged the receipt of our disclosure
and expressed interest in discussing our findings with their
members.

3It is the supplicant implementation found in Linux and Android systems
comprising a large share of devices on the Internet [29].



TABLE I: Validation tests and the observed behaviors.

Test Blocked Frame Observed Behavior Reaches Connected State?

1 Probe response The station continues the connection process (by sending an authentication commit
frame) regardless of a probe response from the AP. Yes

2 Authentication commit

The station transmits an authentication commit frame three times before sending a
deauthentication notification. Then, it returns to probing, and once the timeout delay
ends, it repeats sending the authentication frames with new scalar and finite field
element values.

Never

3 Authentication confirm

The station transmits an authentication commit frame three times before sending a
deauthentication notification. Then, it returns to probing, and once the timeout delay
ends, it repeats sending the authentication frames with new scalar and finite field
element values.

Never

4 Association response
The station sends an association request frame three times before re-attempting the
CE process. Upon each set of three requests, an authentication success frame is sent
to confirm the re-usage of previously sent authentication frames.

Never

5 Handshake msg 1 The station transmits an authentication success frame and re-executes the association
steps. Then, the station returns to probing and repeats this process. Never

6 Handshake msg 3 The station transmits an authentication success and re-executes an association request.
The Handshake msg 1 and 2 are then transmitted (they contain different nonce values). Never

1) Implementation and experiments: We use the Wi-Fi
framework [17], that is integrated with hostapd and wpa -
supplicant, on a virtual machine running Ubuntu 20.04.3 LTS
64-bit. This framework enables us to set up a Wi-Fi system
virtually, block any specific pre-authentication frames that the
AP sends, and monitor the behavior of a station. The usage of a
virtual setup allows us to easily implement tests while still using
widely used Wi-Fi software (hostapd and wpa supplicant). We
utilize WPA3-Personal to validate our findings. We bypass the
functions that send each pre-authentication message by turning
on Boolean variables that correspond to each message type,
thus making the hostapd interpret that the message was sent
properly. In this way, we can measure a station’s (wpa sup-
plicant’s) behavior by simulating a selective jamming attack.
Since the Linux and Android clients use wpa supplicant by
default, and we do not know the extent of adopting hostapd
(as AP/router manufacturers may use proprietary software),
we only test the station’s behavior via wpa supplicant. We
execute our experiment 30 times, each time we block one
specific pre-authentication frame of the AP until it exceeds the
retransmission limit, and observe the station’s behavior.

2) Results: We first notice that the retransmission limit
is 3 in the wpa supplicant implementation. In test cases 2-
6 (see Table I), the station consistently returns to sending
probe requests. It supports our formal analysis finding– the
station keeps going back to the disconnected/probing state
under the DoS. Additionally, we show the authentication failure
duration values in Table II. After another failure is added to
the number of authentication failures, the station will wait for
the corresponding timeout value, see Table II, resulting in a
self-inflicted DoS where an attacker can be sure there will
be no connection attempt. This DoS is self-inflicted because
wpa supplicant has a function that will prevent retransmission
for connections based on the number of authentication failures,
thus it prevents itself from connecting. We noticed the station
was still able to connect to other APs regardless of the delay
state targeting the first AP. This behavior of the station can be
used to coerce it into connecting to a malicious AP.
A Collateral Damage: Battery Depletion– The process of
forcing a station into a constant state of connection attempts

TABLE II: Authentication failure delays. Here, numf is the
number of authentication failures and td is the delay before
retransmitting. Delays are in seconds.

numf td (sec) Accumulated Delay (sec)
numf = 1 10 10
numf = 2 20 30
numf = 3 30 60
numf = 4 or 5 60 120 (numf = 4)
5 < numf ≤ 10 90 270 (numf = 6)
10 < numf ≤ 50 120 750 (numf = 11)
numf > 50 300 5370 (numf = 51)

may have some implications on its battery usage. This impact
is outlined in Section IV-C- 2 – the battery depletion attack.
Using the new scalar or nonce values may incur additional
processing overhead, thus resulting in further battery depletion
(tests 2, 3, and 6 in Table I). Due to the nature of our virtualized
testing environment using the Wi-Fi framework, it is difficult
to model hardware battery usage on a target station. We leave
this research to future work testing on hardware devices.

B. Proposed Countermeasure
An adversary can take advantage of this DoS vulnerabil-

ity and intentionally put a station into an infinite loop of
disconnection. This attack is not easily detectable (and it is
power-efficient) since an adversary only needs to apply smart
jamming. To counter this attack, one possible countermeasure
is to randomize the pre-authentication frame’s timeout window
and retry count values since the adversary in our attack takes
advantage of fixed values for the timeout. We suggest randomly
selecting the number of retransmissions and timeout values
within a fixed range. We test adding a random number generator
that changes the timeout value to any value between 5 and 60
seconds instead of fixed delay values (Table II). This technique
ultimately forces an adversary to continuously deny messages
by continuous jamming (an expensive attack), as opposed to
knowing exactly when to selectively and stealthily activate a
DoS condition. Our mitigation technique shows that it provides
a more secure alternative to the current station functionality
by forcing an adversary to commit to consistent jamming.
Additionally, we suggest that the standard should state how
a station should behave while in such scenarios.



VII. RELATED WORK

In [30], Eian et al. use formal methods to discover
DoS (specifically, protocol deadlock vulnerabilities) in IEEE
802.11w or management frame protection (MFP) protocol (a
standard to improve management frames security) [31]. This
protocol only supports the frames that are exchanged after the
key-generation stage. Therefore, this study does not include the
pre-authentication phase of a Wi-Fi system.

The 4-way handshake has been analyzed widely [6], [7], [15],
[32]. The key reinstallation vulnerability of the WPA2 protocol
is further confirmed using formal analysis in [15], but it covered
only the 4-way handshake phase, and did not capture potential
spoofing or jamming (e.g., channel/training signal) attacks.
Vanhoef et al. analyzed the implementation of hostap and show
that the 4-way handshake is vulnerable to downgrade and DoS
attacks by forging [6] and blocking [32] the fourth message
in the handshake. It is required to study if any vulnerability
exists before the 4-way handshake phase. For example, the first
step in KRACKs was to establish an MitM position by abusing
an unprotected CSA element. Without analyzing other Wi-Fi
pre-authentication’s different stages (network discovery, open
authentication, association, EAP authentication), it cannot be
claimed to be fully analyzed and secure.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

While many research efforts in Wi-Fi security focus only
on the analysis of the 4-way handshake, the pre-authentication
phase of the connection establishment in Wi-Fi was largely
unexplored. In this paper, we formally analyzed this phase
and showed that there were corner cases (i.e., vulnerabilities)
not previously identified. Specifically, our analysis exposed
one new variant of multi-channel MitM attack and a DoS
vulnerability in the standard. An adversary can abuse them
to launch attacks that may have severe consequences. We
demonstrated the practicality of the new DoS vulnerability
through experiments to further confirm that this attack could
stealthily prevent a station from connecting to a preferred AP
for around 90 minutes, with additional 5-minute delays after an
additional failure. We also developed a mitigation technique.
We plan to further investigate the DoS vulnerability conducted
with real (battery-run) devices and against hostapd as our future
work.
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